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NAVAIR Cost- and Time-Saving Open Architecture Plan Moving Ahead

By JOHN M. DOYLE, Special Correspondent

NATIONAL HARBOR, Md. — Using common industry modular software component standards for avionics is
starting to prove its worth as a cost saver and simplifier of aviation platform development, Naval Air
Systems Command (NAVAIR) managers said April 15.

On the last day of the Navy League’s Sea-Air-Space Exposition, NAVAIR officials explained the progress
being made by the Future Airborne Capability Environment (FACE) initiative. Begun in 2008, the Navy
FACE project aims to institutionalize an open modular software environment that will enable the reuse of
avionics software components across multiple programs and platforms.

The idea is to avoid the costly “reinventing the wheel” for software with every new sole source, proprietary
naval aviation platform. Instead, the Navy, the other armed services and industry would collaborate on
developing open standards for software components that can be reused in different platforms made by
different companies.

The open architecture approach will “provide capabilities to the warfighter faster and at a lesser cost than
what we have had historically,” said Candy Chesser, program manager of the Air Combat Electronics
Program Office (PMA-209). “If we can reuse more, then we can buy more toys.”

The concept is currently being used on the Marine Corps’ AV-8B Harrier jet and the Navy’s C-130T tactical
refueling tanker/transport aircraft. Their avionics suites are being reviewed to ensure they comply with
FACE modularity standards.

“We’re having success right now with those two platforms, bringing in an open architecture strategy and
approach to their mission systems,” Chesser said. 

NAVAIR is working with several other platforms to develop FACE standards but “we don’t have one
individual platform that’s going to be the next one on the street with an RFP [request for proposals] for an
open architecture system,” Chesser said.

NAVAIR is also working with the Army on standardized avionics standards and  Chesser said “some
international partners are interested in collaborating with us.”

Last summer, NAVAIR, working with Georgia Tech and Vanderbilt University, successfully tested the use of
common software meeting FACE standards in a lab experiment using a blimp and a ground control station,
said Robert Sweeney, chief Avionics Architecture engineer at PMA-209.

While NAVAIR pursues the coordinated avionics architecture effort, “We understand this is a challenging
approach,” said Sweeney, “There is cultural change to be made. This isn’t going to happen overnight, so
we’re going to have to work with industry and our sister services to actually get this done.”
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